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WAYNE W. SELL OPENS NEW EMPLOYEE ROOM
New Employee Room offers brand new bathroom and kitchen area
PITTSBURGH, PA – June 17, 2013 – Wayne W. Sell Corporation (Wayne Sell), a leader in the
transportation of flat, van and bulk commodities across the Midwest and North East, today announced the
opening of its new employee room. The renovations are complete and the new employee room was open
to employees on June 17th, 2013! The new employee room features a brand new kitchen, eating area,
bathroom, and shower. The employee room also includes a desk area where employees can connect to
the internet by Ethernet cable or by utilizing the free WiFi. Employees now have a comfortable place to
shower, watch television, complete paperwork, surf the web, prepare food, and enjoy a meal.
“We’re pleased to announce the opening of the new Employee Room,” said John Sell, president of Wayne
Sell. “Our goal was to satisfy the needs of all of our team members, and we hope they use and enjoy all
of the features of the new room.” Our drivers spend a lot of time on the road; and we wanted to have a
place here in the yard that would provide some of the comforts and conveniences of home.

The new

employee room also serves as a lunch/break room for all of our employees.
As we continue to grow, we strive to update all of our facilities to meet the needs of our business and our
team. The renovation of the employee room is just one of those updates. We believe that this update has
helped to improve our overall work environment, and we hope that our employees enjoy the new room
and get a lot of use out of it.
About Wayne W. Sell Corporation
Founded in 1954 by the late Wayne W. Sell and his wife Jane, the company has grown from a single
tractor and trailer to a full-service transportation operation. Its modern fleet of vans, flat beds and bulk
tanks transport cement, construction products and industrial materials including sand, coke, fly ash for
customers throughout the Mid West and North East.

The company’s tagline, “Service is Our Business”, reflects its continued commitment to delivering
reliable and cost-effective transportation solutions to its customers, on-time. In 2011, Wayne W. Sell
more than doubled sales revenue from the previous year. To keep pace with its significant growth, the
company is hiring qualified drivers. For more information, visit www.wwsellcorp.com.
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